ONLINE Spanish Tutoring

Log in to these online sessions to get answers to your questions or review Spanish grammar from your textbook with an SPC tutor. (This is not conversation practice.) Presenter – Judy Macdonald. Please pre-register: http://web.spcollege.edu/survey/23924

Study Smarter: An ONLINE Study Skills Workshop

Tuesday, 8/22 from 2:00-3:00PM or Thursday, 8/24 from 6:30-7:30PM

Study skills are not something we are born with, but the good news is that they can be learned and developed over time. Log on to this online session to learn how to set yourself up for academic success and use effective strategies to comprehend and retain information. Presenter – Judy Macdonald. Please pre-register: http://web.spcollege.edu/survey/24237

Time Management in 60 Minutes

Thursday, 8/31 from 6:30-7:30PM

Got a big project or a lot of homework? It always takes longer than you think. Learn strategies to increase time awareness, break down an assignment, prioritize your work, take efficient breaks, and plan for success. Presenter - Joy Scholing. CL MP Room

Fixing Fragments, Repairing Run-ons, and Correcting Comma Splices

Wednesday, 9/6 from 10:45-11:45AM

In this interactive workshop, students will practice identifying three common sentence errors and turning them into well-written compound and complex sentences with correct punctuation. Presenter – Dr. Susan Benson. CL MP Room

Second Language Learning Strategies

Thursday, 9/14 from 12:00-1:00PM

This workshop is for anyone interested in second language learning. It will focus on strategies to enhance second language learning. Problems that hinder second language learners and personal experiences will be shared from the classroom to highlight strategies to solve problem areas. Bring your lunch to munch while you learn! Presenter – Dr. Fernando Ojeda. CL MP Room

When to Pass on Passive Voice ONLINE Workshop

Thursday, 9/14 from 6:00-7:00PM

Learn the difference between active and passive voice and when to use (or not use) passive. Examples from legal and scientific writing will be used. Presenter - Judy Macdonald. Please pre-register: http://web.spcollege.edu/survey/24278

Going Deeper With Your Writing

Monday, 9/18 from 1:00-2:00PM

**date change**

Learn to build on your writing from the ground up. From organization to using outside resources, students will be given tools to take their writing to a whole new level. Presenter – Professor Dawn Joyce. CL MP Room

Common Writing Errors ONLINE Workshop

Thursday, 9/21 from 6:30-7:30PM

Ask questions about writing and learn how to recognize and correct common writing errors like sentence fragments, punctuation, and comma splices. Presenter - Judy Macdonald. Please pre-register: http://web.spcollege.edu/survey/24354

Cite Right! Using APA and MLA ONLINE Workshop

Monday, 9/25 from 7:00-8:00PM

What’s up with that stuff in parentheses you see in research papers, and what’s the difference between APA and MLA? Learn the basics of these citation styles. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Paul Vermeren.

Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/citeright/

Introduction to Historical Research

Tuesday, 9/26 from 12:00-1:00PM

Learn about conducting historical research using the SPC Library databases to locate reputable scholarly articles and about the many primary document collections available online. This workshop will help you formulate research questions, read critically and take good notes, and craft sound arguments for your research papers. Presenter – Dr. Angie Zombek. CL Library classroom.

World Religions Research ONLINE Workshop

Tuesday, 9/26 from 7:00-8:00PM

Taking a World Religions class online? Drop in to review basic research techniques for World Religions assignments as well as database and software generated citations. Contact Pat Barbier for more information. barbier.pat@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Pat Barbier.

Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/wrfall2017/
Who Knew About "You?" Wednesday, 10/4 from 6:30-7:30PM
Why shouldn't you use first or second-person perspective in essay writing? Let's find out why we need better options to improve our writing by removing informal language like you, I, we, us, and our. Presenter - Joy Scholing. CL MP Room

APA Citations ONLINE Workshop Monday, 10/9 from 7:00-8:00PM
Need help with APA but can't make it to the library? Let our experts show you the details of APA style. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/apacitationsonline/

MLA Citations ONLINE Workshop Tuesday, 10/10 from 1:00-2:00PM
Working with the MLA citation format can be challenging. Let a librarian help you understand the details in this online workshop. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/mlacitationsonline/

Ethics Research ONLINE Workshop Tuesday, 10/10 from 7:00-8:00PM
Taking an Ethics class online? Attend this workshop to learn how to research your course's topics for a critical thinking paper, professional codes of ethics, and social issues. Help with citations will also be covered. Contact Pat Barbier for more information: barbier.pat@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Pat Barbier. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/ethicsfall2017/

RefWorks ONLINE Workshop Wednesday, 10/11 from 12:00-1:00PM
Learn how to use a powerful citation tool (RefWorks) for any citation style using the Export option of most databases and Google Scholar. Also, try out the create folders feature to open citations in MSWord! Contact Pat Barbier for more information: barbier.pat@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Pat Barbier. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/refworksfall2017/

Evaluating Websites ONLINE Workshop Monday, 10/16 from 7:00-8:00PM
Everyone knows you can't always trust everything you read online, but how can you tell whether the information you find on the web is legit or not? We'll show you how to find reliable sources. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/evaluatingwebsites/

American National Government Research ONLINE Workshop Tuesday, 10/17 from 7:00-8:00PM
Need help with researching topics in American National Government or citing using APA format? Drop in for an overview of how to search for credible sources and get help with citations. Contact Pat Barbier for more info: barbier.pat@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Pat Barbier. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/amgovfall2017/

Research Strategies: Refining Your Search ONLINE Workshop Tuesday, 10/24 from 1:00-2:00PM
Are search engines not providing you with the results you're looking for? Let a librarian show you some tricks and tools of the trade to get you the resources you need. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Paul Vermeren. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/researchstrategies/

Google Scholar ONLINE Workshop Wednesday, 10/25 from 12:00-1:00PM
This presentation will cover the usefulness of Google Scholar for finding free resources from college databases and other excellent websites. Learn to use Google Scholar to research case law and learn about the “Cited by” feature. Contact Pat Barbier for more info: barbier.pat@spcollege.edu. Presenter - Pat Barbier. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/scholarfall2017/

Media Bias: An Introduction - ONLINE Workshop Thursday, 11/2 from 1:00-2:00PM
What is bias? How do you spot it? Is it always a bad thing? We'll cover all of these questions and more. Contact Paul Vermeren for more information at vermeren.paul@spcollege.edu. Link to connect: http://spcollege.adobeconnect.com/mediabias/

Writing Clearly ONLINE Workshop Thursday, 11/9 from 6:00-7:00PM
Learn 10 tips to write clearly and concisely. Topics include strong verbs, tense shifting, right branching sentences, parallelism, and more. This workshop will be helpful for students in legal writing classes or anyone who wants to write more clearly at the sentence level. Presenter - Judy Macdonald. Please preregister: http://web.spcollege.edu/survey/23928

Proofreading for Clarity Wednesday, 11/15 from 3:00-4:00PM
Oops – why did I write “steak” when I really meant “stake”? We can't rely solely on Spellchecker to catch usage errors in writing. Learn some strategies and resources to reduce the number of mistakes in your writing. Bring a writing sample to practice with. Presenter - Joy Scholing. CL Library classroom

Strategies for Timed Writing Exams Monday, 11/27 from 4:00-5:00PM
Learn how to reduce stress and focus on effective strategies for planning, writing, and proofreading an essay exam within the time limit. Presenter – Professor Melanie Paden. CL Library classroom

Anyone requiring accommodations such as, but not limited to, interpreting or C-Print captioning - contact the Lead Interpreter at 727-791-2523 at least two weeks before the event.
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